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Abstract

This paper shows the benefits of a tighter coupling

between Technology CAD and Electronic Design Au-
tomation (EDA) for the design of high speed digi-

tal and analog circuits, for the design of more man-

ufacturable systems with improved reliability, and for

future technology and circuit development. Require-

ments for incorporating TCAD and EDA into a frame-

work are presented.

1 Introduction

Although chip and technology design are intimately

related, they have traditionally been separated at the

circuit level. As a result, Computer-Aided Design has

been partitioned into Electronic Design Automation

(EDA) and Technology CAD (TCAD). Technology’s

role is becoming more important in an overall elec-

tronic design because of its effect on system perfor-

mance and manufacturability y (e.g. yield). To give

TCAD’S benefits to the circuit designer, EDA’s bound-

aries must be expanded to include TCAD.

This paper describes the capabilities and benefits

that TCAD can bring to circuit and chip design. The

role of TCAD in device and process design is consid-

ered elsewhere[l]. Examples in Section 2 show how

TCAD can improve traditional design automation for

chips. This includes providing essential information

for the design of high-performance chips that are re-

liable and economically manufacturable. Section 3

presents key issues in the integration of TCAD and

EDA frameworks. Two key requirements unique to

TCAD and necessary for TCAD frameworks are new

design representations for wafers and fabrication pro-

cesses. An overview of a new approach to wafer rep-

resent at ion based on an object oriented approach is

presented and the fabrication process representation

used in the MIT CAFE system is described. Finally,
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progress towards TCAD standards is summarized in

Section 4.

2 Using TCAD in the Design Process

Using TCAD in the design process can improve chip

performance, reduce design cycle time, and improve

reliability and manufacturability. In all of these areas,

TCAD’S goal is to provide circuit designers with more

accurate information early in the design process.

2.1 Designing for High Performance

To meet aggressive design goals, high speed circuit de-
sign relies heavily on accurate simulation, requiring
precise models in two areas: parasitic and devices.

In today’s complex chips, interconnect delay is a
major contributor to parasitic delay and approaches
the significance of intrinsic device delay[2]. A great

deal of EDA research has focused on efficient and ac-

curate methods of extracting capacitance values from

layout using finite-element analysis [3]. By simulating

fabrication, TCAD provides topography information,

which is not available from layout alone, but is neces-

sary to support interconnect simu1ation[4].

TCAD can also be used to provide more physically-

based information on device behavior, necessary for

accurate modeling of small geometry transistors. Typ-

ical circuit simulation models inaccurately predict the

transient response of digital gates [5] and the frequency

response of analog circuits [6] because simple analytic

models ignore many important effects such as high-

Ievel injection. Two approaches to improve circuit

modeling are the use of subcircuits to describe a single

transistor and the development of more elaborate mod-

els based on device physics. Both of these approaches

rely heavily on the use of TCAD (device simulation)

to describe device behavior at locations other than the

external electrodes. Knepper[7] illustrates the former

approach by constructing subcircuit models to model

single devices. A complex distributed model that uses

many internal nodes to describe circuit behavior is au-

tomatically generated based on information from de-

vice simulation. The distributed model includes be-

havior of parasitic elements not usually included in

traditional circuit modeling. For more efficient use in
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circuit simulation, the distributed model is reduced

onto a simpler predefine circuit topology. Marash[8]

demonstrated the second approach by simplifying the

complex device equations into an analytic form. De-

vice simulation was necessary to verify assumptions

made in both of these approaches.

2.2 Reduced Design Cycle Time

Products such as ASIC require short design cycle times

and depend on CAD tools to achieve this goal. Tech-

nology development cycles, however, tend to be long.

In the absence of real wafers, designers must use sim-

ulation to deduce key device parameters. While the

ability to extract model parameters haa previously ex-

isted [9], use of these tools haa been limited to technol-

ogists and TCAD experts, due to poor user interfaces

and the need for explicit knowledge of device and pro-

cess simulation.

Figure 1 introduces a new, intuitive approach to the

problem. This integrated system is an extension of

SIMPL-IPX[1O]. Using a process “recipe”, the system

runs a series of simulations to generate the doping pro-

files and topographic features that describe the device.

It extracts the device structure from the cross section

and numbers electrodes based on contact mask loca-

tions in the layout. The user can specify the circuit-

driving biases and displayed output variables using a

front panel similar to the HP4145’s. Grid generation,

physical model selection, and solution method selec-

tion are automatically performed by the system. The

system can generate a set of model parameters for cir-

cuit simulation by running a parameter extraction pro-

gram.

TCAD tools also provide the ability to generate

design rules earlier. For example, when using tita-

nium silicide technology for local interconnect in high-

density circuits, one must allow adequate spacing be-

tween NMOS and PMOS transistors to prevent thresh-

old degradation due to lateral diffusion of dopants out

of the P+ gate material counter-doping the N+ gate.

Coupled process and device simulation [11] show that

the minimum P+ poly to N+ poly spacing for ther-

mal processing at 900C is 2. Oprn. Typical spacings for

high density circuits may be on the order of 1.5pm,

resulting in device failures and a subsequent change

in the design rules late in the design process. To un-

derstand the density-degradation trade-offs, circuit de-

signers can experiment with transistor placement using

TCAD process and device simulation.

2.3 Design for Reliability

Coupling of circuit design and technology also mani-

fests itself in terms of chip reliability. Circuit simu-

lation alone cannot simulate effects such as electromi-

gration, ESD (electro-static discharge), hot electron ef-

fects, oxide breakdown, and latchup without informa-

tion on device structure. TCAD provides the ability to

predict reliability associated with a particular design

before fabrication. Circuits can be checked for effects

such as ESD, alpha particle, and latch-up beforehand

to determine if additional precautions are necessary in

the layout.

Layout can have a dramatic effect on the reliabil-

ityy of a standard cell. Three-dimensional device sim-

ulation has been used to investigate the effect of a

butting contact on the amount of current necessary

to induce latchup (trigger current) in a standard cell

NAND gate[12]. Using a butting contact to the sup-

ply instead of a conventional well-contact increases the

trigger current by a factor of 2.5. Qualitatively, the

latchup mechanism can be explained using a circuit

model comprised of parasitic elements that are not
normally considered by conventional EDA extraction

soft ware. However, qu ant it ative analysis of lat chup us-

ing a simple circuit model is extremely difficult due to

the problems of determining model parameters for the

bipolar transistors and the resistors. The resistance

of the resistors is current dependent and isolation of

these parasitic bipolar transistors for characterization

is extremely difficult unless TCAD tools are used.

2.4 Design for Manufacturability

Even when a technology that provides adequate per-

formance has been designed, wafers are subject to vari-

ations in manufacturing. Because of this, circuit de-

signers currently use worst-case circuit models and lay-

out design rules. Instead, statistical simulation[13] can

quickly determine the sensitivity of circuit parameters

to processing parameters. Quantifying the effect of

process sensitivities on design parameters gives a bet-

ter estimation of circuit yield at a particular perfor-

mance level. It also gives the designer more confidence

in model accuracy, allowing him or her to trade yield

for performance.

TCAD may also enable circuit designers to investi-

gate the feasibility and impact of process modifications

to increase the performance or capability of a technol-

ogy. Consider adding a poly/diffusion capacitor with

low voltage coefficient (&~) to an existing digital

CMOS process to support analog circuits such as am-

plifiers. The CAFE[14] system provides the designer

with a description of the existing baseline process and

a set of manufacturing constraints associated with the

process (using the process representation described in

Section 3.2) — allowing for both process enhancement

(adding or modifying steps in the process sequence),

and optimization (adjusting parameters of the process

step for performance/yield). Knowing the sensitivity

of the capacitor circuit parameters (capacitance and

voltage coefficient) with respect to capacitor implant
parameters aids in generation of a manufacturable ex-

tension to the existing process.

3 Integrating TCAD into EDA Frame-
works

The previous examples have shown that access to

information provided by TCAD tools (particularly

through improved tool integration and user interfaces)

can facilitate the design process. Limited use of TCAD

data for design is sometimes due to the organizational
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separation between the fabrication facilities and design

centers. This “real-life” barrier is manifested in the

CAD world bv sDecifvin~ the interface between TCAD. . . “

and EDA as lumped values such as circuit model pa-

rameters and desire rules. EDA Framework-based de-

sign allows tools ~o access data from many levels of

abstraction (including layout, schematic, netlist, etc.)

through well defined interfaces — giving the tool free-

dom to determine necessary input from all aspects of

the design process. Extending EDA frameworks to in-

clude TCAD is essential for integrating TCAD tools

into the design process.

TCAD frameworks must address both deployment

(integrating existing tools) and development (creating

new tools). The use of common representations ad-

dress both areas by minimizing the number of trans-

lators needed from (O(n2)) to (O(n)). It also en-

courages the creation of shared libraries of functions

and services (e.g. 1/0 routines). By using these li-

brary routines wit hin a framework context, developers

can focus on the development of the physically-based

models that provide the intrinsic benefit of TCAD to

EDA. Two representations will be presented — one to

describe wafer state and one to describe fabrication

process flow.

3.1 Semiconductor Wafer Representa-

tion

Wafer state describes the structures resulting from

the fabrication and simulation of integrated circuits.

ExamDles of wafer state information include toDo~ra-

phy, ~opant profiles, and current density. This’ w~fer

state is created and modified via processing steps (e.g.

deposition and implantation), and analyzed by’ d~-

vice/circuit simulation.

This section describes the representation that the

CFI TCAD Framework Group is developing[15]. Al-

though the group has not finalized a representation,

a conceptual view can be given. The Semiconductor

Wafer Representation (S WR) is based on an object ori-

ented approach. Tools query and modify the represen-

tation using a functional interface. The representation

can be Partitioned into two maior components — Ge-

ometry-and Fields. Geometry ~rovides’structural and

to~olo~ical information about the wafer while Fields

pr~vid~ information about properties that vary within

geometric regions, such as dopant concentration.

The basic unit of Geometry is the cell, a collec-

tion of zero-, one-, two-, and three-dimensional point

sets. Operations on cells include create. destrov. auerv.., ...
and m~dification. Cells can be created by combining

primitive cells (e.g. unioning rectangular or triangular

cells) or by combining lower-dimensional objects (e.g.

constructing a face from a set of pair-wise adjacent

edges). Because adjacency information must be read-

ilv available in TCAD simulators, sets of nonoverlam

p~ng cells can be grouped into special sets called “c~ll

complexes”. Within complexes, most queries about

cell relationships (e.g. adjacency) can be answered

quickly and accurately. Queries include classification

(e.g. is this point inside this cell complex) and sec-

tioning (e.g. return a ID slice out of a 2D cell). Mod-

ification functions include inset (for deposition), and

subtraction (for etching).

Fields represent mappings from a domain, usually

a cell associated with the geometry, to a range. A

specialization of field is ‘(field on mesh”. Numeri-

cal methods for solving equations that do not possess

closed form solutions typically use meshes. Facilities

are provided for automatically creating and refining

several types of commonly used meshes. Meshes can

also be constructed from lower-dimensional elements

in a manner similar to the creation of geometry cells.

An important operation is evaluation of a particular

field at a point in space (e.g. find the boron concentra-

tion at this location). Modifications of fields usually

result from application specific numerical operations

(e.g. solve the diffusion equation).

Inconsistency between fields and geometry is allowed

to enable client applications to define their own set

of consistency functions. For example, a string-based

etching simulator can modify the Geometry but haa

little knowledge of which algorithm should be used

to force the existing “fields on mesh” to follow the

new boundary. A subsequent diffusion client, how-

ever, could make the old mesh consist ent with the new

boundary in a way that minimizes discretization error.

The following program segments shows how a tool

simulating the photolithography process would manip-

ulate the wafer representation through the functional

interface. Figure 3 shows snapshots of the wafer be-

tween function calls.

/* retrieve the existing wafer (Fig. 3a).
*/

cell. coxnplexl = getCellComplex( wafer);

I* deposit.layer uses the geometry
* component to create a cell based
* on the photoresist deposition

* process. A reference to the new

* cell is returned (Fig. 3b) .

*/

dcelll = deposit_ layer (cell_ complexl) ;

I* incorporate the cell into the

* existing wafer (Fig. 3c) .
*/

wafer. insetCell(dcelll) ;

I* set the material of the cell

* to photoresist.
*/

dcelll. setMaterial(Resist) ;

Note that the tool developer needs only to provide

code for deposit _layer, since the additional func-

tions necessary to access the wafer boundary and cre-

ate the new geometry are provided through the pro-

gramming interface.

Specialized functions such as insetcell are ex-

tremely complex and should be written by compu-

tational geometry experts. The next code sequence

continues processing by having another tool perform

photolithography on the deposited photoresist.
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I* crest.e14eshedField creates a new “field

* on mesh” associated with a particular
* cell. The cell is automatically meshed

* if no tensor mesh is present (Fig. 3d).

* Hints is a data object containing
* information for the meshing algorithm,
* such as desired mesh density.

* A reference to the field is returned.
*/

exposure =

dcelll.createMeshedField(TEIJSOR, hints);

I* the photolithography client takes
* information provided by the cell complex
* and fields, determines exposure
* intensity as a function of position,

* and puts values in the field (Fig. 3e).

*/
perform.lithography(exposure, wafer);

Again, the tool developer is only required to pro-

vide code for the perform_lithography routine.

Mesh generation and management of field informa-

tion are provided throughth eprogramrning interface.

‘(CreateMeshedField” replaces along sequence of

steps that developers traditionally used to update

wafer state. One ofthe more important aspects of the

createMeshedFieldroutine is the ability tcautonlat-

ically mesh a cell, an operation that requires knowl-

edge of both computational geometry and numerical

analysis. Meshers are difficult to write and should be

provided to thetypicald eveloper.

As earl be seen, the SWR interface makes the ma-

nipulaitou ofwafer state transparent to thetooldevel-

oper. In the past, each modeller typically had itsown

implementation ofthe operations it needed, insteadof

reusing existing code. Because many programs can use

the same implementation of the SWR, SWR providers

can concen~rate on improved programs for these core

services. This frees SWR users to concentrate on the

physics being modeled.

3.2 Semiconductor Process Represen-
tation

The sequence ofsteps needed to manufacture a chip

is specified by a fabrication process. The manufactur-

ing process is thus a crucial last link in the spectrum

of al)stract,ion levels and data necessary for electronic

design and analysis. The manufacturing process rep-

resentation is needed to support TCAD tools and ac-

tivities in a TCAD environment (e.g. process simu-
lat ion, synthesis, optimization, and diagnosis), and to

achieve any integration between design and manufac-

turing. The process representation, however, poses a

number of problems.

J?irst, the information about asemiconciuctor fabri-
cation process has traditionally been widely varied and

often unstructured (including input files for specific

process simulators, printed run sheets, recipe nlam~-

als, and operator instructions for specific equipmerlt.

Second, this information is often incomplete and i,l-

compatible for different uses. The transfer of a pi O-

cess from design to manufacturing, or even from one

fabrication facilityto another, is complicatedly the

Ioss and necessary manual translation of design data.

The analysis of processes during fabrication (e.g. for

process diagnosis or yield improvement) is complicated

because the description of the process used inmanu-

factoring indifferent than that requiredby simulators

or other tools.

The approach used in the MIT Process Flow Rep-

resentation (PFR) addresses these problems in two

ways. First, integration of design and manufacturing

is achieved via a single, unified description of the pro-

cess for use by both TCAD and computer integrated

manufacturing tools and systems [16].

Second, in order to achieve integration, accessibil-

ity, and sharing of data, a great deal of structure is

imposed on process information by the PFR. An op-

eration performedon awafermay consist ofany num-

berofordered constituent operations (toasfinea de-

tail as needed). Three categories of information for

each operation are especially important. The change

in wafer state describes the effect an operation has on

the wafer. The treatment expresses the physical en-

vironment (temperature, gases, dopants) surrounding

the wafer during the operation. The machine settings

describe the controls or knob settings onthemanufac-

turing equipment.

A semiconductor process representation (or SPR)

does not by itself provide physical or other simulation

capability (just as as SWR by itself does not perform

device simulation). Instead, an SPR, coupled with a

storage mechanism, can act as a repository and provide

an interface for access, storage, and manipulation of

process information by other tools. Forinstance, tools

that rely on the use of an external process simulator

may use as input both treatment and change in wafer

state information for some process flow and generate

the input commands for the simulator. A fabrication

system might access the same SPR in order to schedule

the motion of wafers through a fabrication line.

The SPR contains essential data, nnd is an impor-

tant “starting point’’, for many of the kinds ofinves-

tigations and activities that often arise during process

design or analysis. These usually involve sequencing

and iteration of process, device, circuit and other sim-

ulators or tools. As aresult, the SPR is expected to be

used not only by TCAD tools such as process simula-

tors, but also via user defined, task oriented programs

(perhaps using aframework extension language). For

example, a designer might express a sensitivity anal-

ysis by writing an extension language program which

varies (using an iteration loop) the energy and dose in
an implant step (via calls to an SPR database contain-

ing the entire fabrication process). A standard SPRis

fundamental to achieving such interconnectivity and

accessibility in an EDA/TCAD framework.

4 TCAD Standards Efforts

Work toward TCAD standards began in 1985 andre-

sulted in 1!388 with PIF[17], the Profile Interchange

Format. Based on feedback from industry and uni-
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versities, development of the next generation of repre-

sentations is occurring simultaneously in both Europe

and in the United States. The European effort by

the EDIF Device Modeling and Verification Technical

Subcommittee is focusing on designing a topological

model of semiconductor devices for int ersit e commu-

nication, using the EXPRESS information modeling

language[18]. This information model will be used to

generate new EDIF syntax for expressing device mod-

els. The wafer and process representation effort pre-

sented above is spearheaded by the CFI TCAD Frame-

work Group. The CFI and EDIF TCAD organizations,

which have many members in common, are working to-

gether to ensure that their models and interfaces will

be compatible.

5 Conclusion

The importance of Technology CAD in the design of
integrated circuits and technologies to achieve high
performance, reduced cycle time, enhanced reliabil-
ity, and increased manufacturability has been shown.
Based on this need for TCAD capability, TCAD

should be integrated into conventional EDA systems.

An essential step toward such integration is the de-

velopment of new, standard design representations for

TCAD. An object oriented approach to the represen-

tation of device structures based on the use of geome-

try and fields has been described. The representation

of process information emphasizing abstraction levels

within the process has been described. Development

and standardization of these representations, coupled

with integration of TCAD tools and traditional EDA

environments, will benefit both technology and circuit

design.
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Figure 1: Use of SIMPL-lPX to extract Model Pa-

rameters. From top to bottom -— simulation window

showing cross section and layout, measurement panel

for biasing device, and IV curves produced by device

simulation.

mm

Figure 2: The SWR architecture showing 1) how tools

communicate directly only through the SWR, 2) the

partitioning of the SWR, and 3) direct communication

between field and geometry components (Figure taken

from [12]).

(e)

examDle execu-I?ignre 3: “Snapshots” during SW-R

tion: Before (a) and after (b) calling deposi~-layer, af-

ter calling setMaterial (c), after calling createMeshed-

Field (d), and after calling performlithography, show-

ing the field values for illumination per square micron

(e).
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